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Preparing for
business as usual
Getting back to normal is going to take an enormous
effort from everyone involved in the early years sector.
Patience, collaboration and safety are key. Kelly Hill and
Beverley Bacon, co-founders of The Key Leadership
discuss what needs to happen to return to work.
rom out of nowhere, early years
leaders across the globe have
pulled out all the stops
continuing providing services for
families. It’s what we do best; pull
together in a crisis, needs of children
and families prioritising our own.
Over half of settings remained open
to priority families with practitioners
risking their own lives in the fight
against Covid-19. Despite years of
inadequate Government funding,
high staff turnover, poor qualification
outcomes and recruitment at crisis
levels, the sector has provided high
standards of early education on a
shoestring and the Covid-19
challenge is no different.
The pandemic has offered
opportunity for reflection, to
consider whether the sector should
return to the status quo. Society has
fundamentally changed, so can we
really expect to go back to business as
usual?
As we make this slow transition
into our new reality, as our doors
begin to open for more and more
children to be welcomed back into
settings from June 1st, we must
reflect on what have we learnt and
how do we need to adapt to get the
sector back on it’s feet?
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Where would we be without our
amazing practitioners? Keeping them
safe and providing a carefully
planned and structured working
environment is essential. As leaders,
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we know that a confident and
content workforce leads to confident
happy children, so putting measures
in place to reduce practitioner stress
and anxiety is essential. A phased
return will mean a phased in work
force, bringing back your healthiest,
least vulnerable staff first
Government guidance makes clear
that those who are clinically
extremely vulnerable must stay at
home until end of June at the earliest,
so carrying out an assessment of staff
will provide a clear picture on how to
phase in the return.
Just because someone is low risk
doesn’t mean they won’t be worried
about returning to work. Your team
may be anxious, apprehensive about
the impact on their families , so
mitigating these concerns will be
vital. Ensuring positive mental health
and wellbeing has never been more
important, with several guides
available to help with this. Consider
the space staff have for breaks, how
can you maintain social distancing
during this time? Is there an outdoor
space they could use or perhaps a
space for some quiet reflection? Can
staff take a walk during their break
and if they do, how will you control
cross contamination after their walk?
Do your team know what to do if
they feel unwell, how to get a test
and what symptoms they need to
look out for?
Managing cross contamination
may feel like an enormous struggle.
Children need touch and remaining
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at a socially acceptable level will be
tricky. As part of the reboarding
process, why not give your team
their own ‘back to work kit’,
containing their own pens, paper,
devices, hand gel, tissues etc? You
may wish to think about ways in
which you can adapt staff meetings.
The 2 meter rule may be difficult to
maintain, so how about a zoom or
skype call instead? Think about how
staff can change their clothing on
arrival and before they leave the
setting and how they can ensure their
own protection particularly if using
public transport.
PPE is a contentious issue, with
much debate about its effectiveness.
The guidance states that ‘the majority
of staff in education settings will not
require PPE beyond what they would
normally need for their work, even if
they are not always able to maintain
a distance of 2 meters from others.’
The early years sector is well
versed in using gloves and aprons for
nappy changes, food serving and the
like, so with increased hand washing,
PPE should not be necessary.
Moreover, we know how important it
is for children to be able to read our
facial expressions and see our
mouths as we engage with them.
Having PPE available for
practitioners to use as they feel best,
after discussion and debate is going
to bring the best results, allowing
them to feel empowered and in
control. Some may prefer gloves,
others may prefer not, the key is to
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communicate, to understand the
risks and to make informed
decisions.

Early years leaders build
relationships with their families from
that very first phone call or visit and
will no doubt be worried about the
impact of Covid-19 on some of their
most vulnerable children. Parents
need to feel confident that their child
is safe in the setting and that there are
robust procedures in place to ensure
the setting is as risk free as possible.
However, it is very unlikely that
every family in your setting will be
rushing back on June 1st. Every
setting will be different depending on
the demographics of their
community. Some families have
found a new way to work around
their child that they are happy to
continue with, some may not be
going back to work at all, others will
be chomping at the bit to get their
children back into nursery, you just
won’t know…unless you ask! Now
is the time to be getting back in touch
with your families and finding out
their plans and feelings around your
re-opening.
In planning your re-opening,
consider key groups and how you
can maximise the attachments
children have already built. A child
who is coming back to a familiar
adult will settle much more quickly
and easily than a child who is
meeting a new staff member for the
first time.
Think about your footprint and
how many children you can
comfortably accommodate whilst
maintaining distancing and
grouping. You may wish to prioritise
the children and welcome them back
in stages. Settings should prioritise 34 year old's followed by younger
ages, so this could form part of your
phased approach. This would make
sense as the older the child, the more
understanding they are of social
distancing rules. In addition, with
their ratios being higher, you may
find this eases any initial staffing
strains.
How you will manage the drop off
and collection process? Dropping off
children at the door rather than
coming into setting reduces the risk a
little, as does hand washing on entry,
frequently throughout the day and
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upon leaving. However, as numbers
increase, you may need to think
about staggered drop off and pick up
times, having a pick up point which
is more frequently cleaned or
perhaps requesting parents stay in
their cars and only 1 person at the
door at a time. And, what about
comforters from home, how do you
manage with a child who is attached
to their teddy or comforter? Can you
mitigate the risk somehow, wash
comforters on arrival in preparation
for sleep time perhaps or maybe this
is time to ditch the comforter
altogether?
Consider how you will
communicate with parents, is a
handover as effective when following
social distancing rules, or perhaps the
use of online platforms such as Famly
would be more effective? Can you
email or send photographs of the day,
ensuring safeguarding rules are
followed?

Early years leaders give so much of
themselves everyday, its essential
you have the support in place to look
after yourself. The Key leadership
offers virtual support and guidance,
allowing a knowledgeable and caring
face to be at the end of a screen or
phone when you need it. Make sure
you are taking regular breaks, eating
well, staying hydrated and resting.
If you are an owner as well as a
leader, this will be a worrying time
financially and you are likely to make
losses during this period. Working
together with other settings may be
helpful where occupancy is very low
and don’t be afraid to take advantage
of the support on offer through the
Government and banks. Continue to
market your setting and look ahead
to when you are back in full swing.
Join the Key Leadership community
for support and encouragement from
other leaders, we are all in this
together.
The Key Leadership is an online
platform to offer practical and
academic support to leaders in the
early years sector. Founded by early
years, HR and learning and
development professionals Beverley
Bacon and Kelly Hill, The Key
Leadership provides a range of
support tools for early years leaders,
helping them to provide outstanding
support to their staff teams and to
grow their business. For just £9.95
per month subscribers receive a
monthly bundle designed to improve
leadership practice and help to
ensure leadership and management
regulations are met. The bundles
include training videos, staff training
toolkits, skeleton policies and
procedures, checklists and podcasts
with industry experts along with a
50% reduction on all online training
with Avail Learning Academy. ■

Don’t forget yourself

Outdoor play is essential and we are
lucky to have such beautiful weather
in our favour. Ensure the outdoor
environment is planned to facilitate
the spread of the children as much as
possible. Stagger lunch times and
snack times to reduce the amount of
children in one place for a period of
time. Children’s sleep will also need
some consideration. How well
ventilated is the sleep room, can they
sleep at a good distance apart?
Perhaps we can go back to old
fashioned ways and sleep outside
with the correct safety procedures in
place?
Self care stations available in rooms
to help children wash hands and use
cream if required may be an option to
help with the hand washing
frequency while promoting
independence. This will need
monitoring to ensure that children
are using it safely and that there is
access to clean water at all times.
It may be an idea to rearrange
● Current and aspiring leaders can
the furniture in your rooms,
subscribe to the Key Leadership:
removing chairs and moving
www.thekeyleadership.co.uk to
tables to encourage play at safe
receive emails and updates, support,
distances. Markers on the floor
free toolkits and other resources.
with smiley faces or colours to sit
For more information:
on can all be part of play whiles
E:
hello@thekeyleadership.co.uk or
keeping children at a safe
T: Beverley Bacon on 07528 056485 or
distance from each other. And
Kelly Hill on 07765715515
don’t forget, a quiet place to go if
they start displaying symptoms.
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